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Stay on top of the shifts in fixed-income opportunities.

The Spread Monitor consolidates 15 years’ worth of data, measuring the difference in 
yield over the risk-free rate. Comparing current spreads relative to historical levels helps 
investors evaluate the opportunity across fixed-income sectors.

Key takeaways

• We are cautiously constructive as the Fed seeks to slow the economy by tightening 
financial conditions — which could increase the risk of recession.

• Credit spreads have widened this year, but they remain below their long-term average. 
This happens when expected risk rises alongside higher yields.

• In an environment of rising uncertainty, selective risk-taking makes sense. Within 
high yield, we favor “rising stars” that could experience price upside from credit ratings 
upgrades.



Bottom line
Credit spreads are one metric that investors can use to gauge the appropriateness of 
risk compensation in the bond market. A more thorough understanding of risk versus 
reward allows us to identify opportunities as they emerge and position portfolios for 
value.

Learn more about the importance of understanding spreads from Gene Tannuzzo, Global Head 
of Fixed Income. 

Download transcript

https://www.columbiathreadneedleus.com/binaries/content/assets/cti-blog/tannuzzo_2022_spread-products_1221_transcript.pdf
https://www.columbiathreadneedleus.com/blog/columbia-threadneedle-risk-compensation-monitor


To find out more, call 800.426.3750 
or visit columbiathreadneedle.com
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The views expressed are as of the date given, may change as market or other conditions change and may differ from views expressed by other 
Columbia Management Investment Advisers, LLC (CMIA) associates or affiliates. Actual investments or investment decisions made by CMIA and 
its affiliates, whether for its own account or on behalf of clients, may not necessarily reflect the views expressed. This information is not intended 
to provide investment advice and does not take into consideration individual investor circumstances. Investment decisions should always be 
made based on an investor’s specific financial needs, objectives, goals, time horizon and risk tolerance. Asset classes described may not be 
appropriate for all investors. Past performance does not guarantee future results, and no forecast should be considered a guarantee either. Since 
economic and market conditions change frequently, there can be no assurance that the trends described here will continue or that any forecasts 
are accurate. 
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